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PLATFORM DESCRIPTION

The ETERNITY ™ platform provides: 
• Basic functional of interaction between users and 

nodes of the complex 

• Convenient complex management environment 

• Complex extensibility without stopping the 
process 

• Extensibility based on the modular principle 

• Minimizes costs and time for the development of 
functional modules. It focuses on implementation 
of a specific applied task, without changing the 
external infrastructure 

• Ensured operation and full compliance with 
various brands of equipment 

• Adaptability and functioning on existing 
equipment and existing technological network 

• Work in heterogeneous complexes 

• The possibility of step-by-step increase and 
implementation of the final complex functionality, 
dividing process into component parts (tasks) 
while not affecting or reconstructing the basis

Currently, the development of effective business 
systems, financial and economic models, enterprise 
management systems, as well as optimization of 
logistics business models etc. occurs very quickly. 
The process of development, improvement and 
modernization is ongoing and goes in a 24/7 rhythm. 
Enterprises and organizations not participating in this 
process are doomed to lag behind in all production, 
organizational and financial aspects 

Only innovative technologies in business systems 
will allow Owners (all forms of ownership) and 
Management Boards to competently determine the 
vision of the organization’s strategy, promptly 
respond to market changes, and make effective 
management decisions. 
At the moment, even industries with similar business 
processes use different software automation tools 

With understanding and experience in integrating 
media production complexes, iGroup has developed 
the ETERNITY ™ software platform, which allows 
to build systems of unlimited complexity in 
dynamically changing BM processes. The 
ETERNITY ™ platform allows you to build and 
change functionality according to requirements and 
without stopping the current process

  
Platform ETERNITY™ 
this is the basis and the heart of the system. It carries all the 
functionality for interaction with your computer's operating 
system and other system communications
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THE MAIN FUNCTIONAL NODES OF THE PLATFORM  
The platform consists of the following basic nodes:

The proprietary architecture allowed to 
create a universal multifunctional platform  
ETERNITY™ 

The ETERNITY™ platform makes it 
possible to build systems of unlimited 
complexity in dynamically changing 
business management processes. It allows 
to build and change functionality in 
accordance with the requirements and 
without stopping the current process

Core 
• Provides network interaction of user and nodes of external 

complexes, united in a single system 
• Ensures control over authorized user access 
• Manages the users’ rights and limitations at various levels of task 

execution 
• Manages functional modules, focused on a specific task  
• Provides data exchange between users and kernels. Serves for 

organizing chats, notifications, simultaneous work on one document, 
etc. 

• Works in a cluster mode with load distribution on the kernels to 
ensure the simultaneous operation of a large number of users 

• Can operate in stand-by mode in the event of equipment failure 
• Provides data synchronization when working in a clustered or stand-

by mode 
• Manages the user's repository - the storage of the settings and user 

data required for the operation of the system 
• Manages the updates of client applications and functional modules 

• Logs the state of the kernel and the functional modules 
• Functional capabilities of the kernel allow it to be used as a gateway 

to another kernel or kernels to ensure the interaction of different 
complexes into a single system

Client application 
• Serves as the environment for the user’s tasks performance 

• Provides the user with a convenient modern interface 

• Provides a modular extensible structure 

• Able to work under Windows, Mac OS and Linux operating systems 

• Does not require manual update when adding and changing 
functionality 

• Supports connection and automatic reserve switching 

• Fully sufficient to solve production and management tasks 

• Provides a tool for configuring functional modules (font size, color, 
working with notifications, etc.)
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ETERNITY™ platform: 
• Is predictable and easy to use, meeting the 

requirements of all operating systems 
• Does not use HTML since the priority is the 

speed of data processing (a complex composition 
of descriptive files - text, scan, photo, video, GIS 
data) 

Native ETERNITY ™ technology is applied when 
constructing a system where the main requirements 
are -PRODUCTABILITY and RELIABILITY.   

When performing tasks where the main requirement 
is EASY and INTUITIVE access, WEB services 
ETERNITY ™ is recommended for application

Functional module 
• This is a module that provides a task implementation, the so-called "block" 

of the complex. It can consist of two objects – a server (executable on the 
kernel) and a client, or only a client 

• The server module provides database management, data processing, data 
analysis depending on the task to be solved 

• The client module provides a user interface and user-friendly interaction 
with the complex 

• There can be as many functional modules as possible. The module can be 
oriented to one or several tasks. The functionality of the module is based on 
the process technology and the logic of the business model operation. 
Functionality modifications and further adjustment can be made on the 
working complex without stopping the process

Application for administration 
• Provides convenient tools for managing the entire complex and all its nodes 

from a single point 

• Provides tools for managing kernel system settings and operating modes 

• Provides tools for installing and configuring function modules 

• Provides tools for working with Group Policy, permissions and users 

• Provides the ability to connect, manage and control external services, under 
the control of the kernel and the third-party ones 

• Provides tools for monitoring server load, hard drive downloads, user 
activity etc.. 

• Provides a tool for sending notifications to all or a specific user
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ETERNITY™  
The primary and clear advantages of our (native) Technology versus Web (.net, PHP, etc.) technologies

Fields of application 
The ETERNITY ™ platform allows to automate processes 
from workflow to archiving, both inside the enterprise and to 
integrate systems into a single, distributed state-level network. 
The experience of implementation allows to solve automation 
tasks for various industries and activities: 
• Archival business and records management of any industry 
• Financial sector 
• State and Municipal Administration 
• Healthcare and medicine 
• Broadcast and media production 
• Other sectors and industries 

Tasks 
The topology of the system makes it easy to adapt it to 
existing systems (used databases, ERP, CRM, etc.), and also 
ensures the easy solution of the following tasks: 
• Media and comprehensive electronic archive 
• Management of media production (MAM, Planning, 

Playout, Traffic, etc.) 
• Integrated Enterprise Resource Management (ERP) 
• Customer relationship management (CRM) 
• Salary, HR and Human Resources (HRM) 
• Managerial and Financial Accounting (FRP) 
• Project and Project Portfolio Management (PMO, EPM) 
• Workflow management and others

Speed 
• Volume of data transferred between a client application and a server is up to 

five times less, hence the speed of response to a task is considerably swifter 
• A client’s native app interface is several times faster than its equivalent in a 

web browser making the load on CPU and graphic system three to four 
times less and consequently reducing requirements for a client’s computer 

• With our technology at work, data processing CPU time (both on the server 
and client computer’s side) is massively shorter, making the entire system 
work faster than a web-based equivalent 

• Our technology has no data transfer restrictions, hence it can be applied to a 
multitude of production tasks 

• Our technology allows constructing government-level systems that can 
interact between states 

Reliability 
• Extension or modification to the system’s functionality can be made without 

stopping the system 
• When building big systems, we follow this core principle: a professional 

portion of the system is built on native solutions, whilst the user part (access 
of ordinary public, etc.) can be supported by web services. This delivers top 
performance and security of the system (a web portion operates separately 
from the main one) 

Less hardware requirements 
Deployment of the system based on our technology requires four to five times 
less hardware requirements vis-à-vis a web-based system 

Adaptability 
Topology of system architecture makes it easy to adapt it to existing systems 
(data bases in use, ERP, CRM, etc.)

  
Currently, the software platform ETERNITY 
™ by iGroup has no analogues in the world 
within its functionality, uniqueness of 
architecture and reliability in operations

Using the ETERNITY™ platform to build systems will 
significantly reduce the time (at least 30%) and financial 
costs (at least 35%) compared to the classical approach to 
project implementation and the use of widespread custom 
WEB technologies 

Different modules built on the Eternity platform, in 
different combinations, allow us to build a system that 
optimally meets the specific tasks
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Safety  
The native environment of ETERNITY™ excludes the main vulnerabilities 
of WEB applications 
ETERNITY™  supports modern encryption methods 
The use of comprehensive security measures will protect key procedures: 
• Confidentiality of data 
• Integrity of information 
• Object availability
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